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AUTOMATIC CHARGING
The ease and convenience
of automatic charging
eliminates the possibility of
overcharging.

ROTATING HOLSTERS
Allow easy removal and
replacement of clamps.

12 VOLT POWER
Provides power to run
accessories, with automatic circuit
protection to eliminate overloads.
(ES8000 = 24 Volt)

HEAVY-DUTY CABLES
Extra-long, industrial gauge
cables ensure safe power transfer
and enable ideal unit placement
during jump starting,
even on large vehicles.

HEAVY-DUTY CLAMPS
Industrial Grade Hot Jaw™
clamps with high tension springs
penetrate corrosion on battery
terminals and transfer maximum
power to the vehicle’s battery.

BATTERY STATUS LEDs
Provide a quick,
at-a-glance snapshot
of battery condition.

IMPACT-RESISTANT
Heavy-duty case provides
lasting protection, even in
the roughest environments.

PREMIUM BATTERIES
Truck PAC jump starters feature
high performance, replaceable
ES Series batteries,
specifically developed for
vehicle jump starting applications.

REPLACEMENT BATTERY
CHARGER/CHARGER CORD
Working in the vicinity of a battery is dangerous —
always wear protective eyewear!
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MALE-MALE 12V EXTENSION CORD

TECH TIP
When connecting to vehicles with multiple starting batteries,
always make the positive connection to the battery closest to the starter.
This ensures that maximum power will reach the starter.

ES6000

ES8000

ES1224

3000 Peak Amp
12 Volt Jump Starter

1500 Peak Amp
24 Volt Jump Starter

1500/3000 Peak Amp
12/24 Volt Jump Starter

Powered by twin high-performance
ES Series batteries, the ES6000 delivers
3000 Peak Amps for heavy-duty starting in
even the most difficult situations.

This 24 Volt-dedicated unit is ideal
for fleet operators, users of heavy-duty
implements and agricultural settings.

The ultimate in versatility, the ES1224
switches from 12 Volt to 24 Volt mode
with a simple turn of a knob.

This is the preferred Truck PAC model for
users with frequent 24 Volt jump starting
situations. Having a dedicated model for
each starting system voltage (12V and 24V)
saves time and simplifies repair operations.

Features our exclusive AWS –
Advanced Warning System™, which
alerts the operator to a variety of
unsafe jump starting conditions with its
audible warning buzzer.

Its 54” cables and heavy-duty clamps allow
ideal placement during jump starting while
its automatic charging feature enables you
to keep the unit in an always-ready state.
ES1240 (Pair)

ES1240 (Pair)

ES1240 (Pair)

ESA217

ESA210

ESA26

ESA1

N/A

ESA1
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